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Abstract

On 11 September 2001 approximately 3,000 people1 were killed in the United States in what
was variously designated as a terrorist attack, an act of war or a crime against humanity. It
was also a gross violation of human rights. Yet, the truth on this event remains elusive. No
person has been convicted for this crime. Part I outlines the moral and legal foundations for
the right to the truth and the obligations of states to adequately investigate human rights
violations. Part II examines whether the investigation of the events of September 2001 has
been effective in terms of promptness, thoroughness, impartiality, independence and
transparency. The author concludes that the investigation of this mass murder has been
grossly deficient both in terms of means and results: It failed to establish the identity of the
perpetrators, the tools of the crime and the circumstances of death of most victims.

Introduction
Since 11 September 2001 the human rights community has faced a new challenge, namely the
assault on individual freedoms in Western democracies in the name of the ‘war on terror’.
Every day governments introduce new challenges to individual freedoms, including police
powers to monitor private communications, mass surveillance methods and broadened search
and detention powers.2 While the human rights community has acted diligently and
courageously in exposing this assault on individual liberties and the violations ensuing from,
or justified by, the ‘war on terror’, others have began questioning the very justification of that
‘war’.3 Since approximately 2003 a new constituency has emerged, particularly in the United
States4 and more recently in Western Europe,5 that places the struggle for the truth on the
events of 11 September 2001 (9/11) at the centre of their occupations. Most of those who
participate in this struggle are not familiar with human rights concepts but act intuitively in
the spirit of human rights values. They represent natural allies of the human rights
community and a formidable potential of good will to the furtherance of the human rights
cause.
The events of 9/11 have been generally considered as a terrorist act or as an act of war. Yet,
from the perspective of human rights, they constitute gross violations of the right to life or
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even a crime against humanity. It is the duty of states to investigate such violations, establish
the truth on these violations and bring those responsible to justice. Impunity arises from a
failure by States to meet their obligations to investigate violations.6 To this date, no person has
been brought to trial for complicity in the mass murder of 9/11. This fact alone warrants an
examination of the investigation of these gross violations. Thanks to the jurisprudence
developed by human rights courts, and particularly that of the European Court of Human
Rights (ECHR) and of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (IACtHR), standards of
adequacy permit the assessment of that investigation.

Part I: The Legal and Moral Basis for the Right to the Truth
1. The right to the Truth as a Democratic Right
The right to the truth regarding the circumstances in which offences against the public order
and human rights have been committed is linked to the principle of democracy. The fact that a
modern state possesses vast powers, including a monopoly on the use of force to repress
crime and enforce the law, requires the existence of effective safeguards against potential
abuse of state power. Accountability, of which the transparency of official conduct is an
essential feature, aims to safeguard the public against arbitrary rule and the potential for
corrupt and unlawful practices by public officials. Thus, the right to the truth, along the right
to public trials and the right of access to government information, may be regarded as three
types of accountability rights in a democratic society.
Although international human rights instruments do not explicitly refer to the right to the
truth, this right has been referred to by human rights courts and in documents adopted by
various bodies of the United Nations.7 This right is also regarded as implicit in existing
provisions of human rights treaties,8 such as Article 8, 11, 14 and 25 of the American
Convention of Human Rights.9
In 2005, the UN Commission on Human Rights (UNCHR) adopted an Updated Set of
principles to combat impunity. The first subset of principles is entitled the Right to Know and
includes the following principles10:
Principle 2: The inalienable right to the truth
Every people has the inalienable right to know the truth about past events concerning the
perpetration of heinous crimes and about the circumstances and reasons that led, through
massive or systematic violations, to the perpetration of those crimes. Full and effective
exercise of the right to the truth provides a vital safeguard against the recurrence of violations
...
Principle 5: Guarantees to give effect to the right to know
States must take appropriate action, including measures necessary to ensure the independent
and effective operation of the judiciary, to give effect to the right to know. Appropriate
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measures to ensure this right may include non-judicial processes that complement the role of
the judiciary. Societies that have experienced heinous crimes perpetrated on a massive or
systematic basis may benefit in particular from the creation of a truth commission or other
commission of inquiry to establish the facts surrounding those violations so that the truth may
be ascertained and to prevent the disappearance of evidence. Regardless of whether a State
establishes such a body, it must ensure the preservation of, and access to, archives concerning
violations of human rights and humanitarian law.

The above principles reflect states’ recognition of societies’ right to know the truth about past
grave violations to human rights. The UNCHR also also requested that the Office of the High
Commissioner for Human Rights prepare a study on the right to the truth, ‘including
information on the basis, scope, and content of the right under international law’.11 The
repeated invocation of this right by UN human rights organs and regional human rights courts
indicates that it serves a purpose no other concept has yet fulfilled.
Truth is – philosophically – a tricky concept. In the present context, truth should be
regarded as a social value rather than a metaphysical idea. The present study is based on the
premise that the right to the truth is neither a fictional notion nor a frivolous demand, but a
procedural and, arguably, legal right that serves an unique social purpose, particularly in
relation to past gross violations of human rights.

2. The Right to the Truth as a Form of Individual Reparation
According to Article 2(3) of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
(ICCPR), victims of human rights violations are entitled to an ‘effective remedy’ including
the right to learn the truth on these violations.
The United Nations adopted in 1989 the U.N. Principles on the Effective Prevention and
Investigation of Extra-Legal, Arbitrary and Summary Executions12 (UN Principles) and in
1991 a Manual on the implementation of these principles.13 According to paragraph 9 of the
UN Principles: ‘the broad purpose of an inquiry is to discover the truth about the events
leading to the suspicious death of a victim.’
In 2005, the UN General Assembly affirmed the duty of states to provide victims of
human rights violations with ‘full and effective reparation ...which include[s] ...where
applicable ...[v]erification of the facts and full and public disclosure of the truth’ ...and
‘[i]nclusion of an accurate account of the violations that occurred in international human
rights law and international humanitarian law training and in educational material at all
levels.’ 14
The Inter-American Court for the Protection of Human Rights (IACtHR) has through its
jurisprudence given substance to the concept of the right to the truth: ‘[T]he right to the truth
is subsumed in the right of the victim or his next of kin to obtain clarification of the events
that violated human rights and the corresponding responsibilities from the competent organs
of the State, through the investigation and prosecution that are established in Articles 8 and 25
11
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of the Convention.’15 In 1998 the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights has for first
time recognized that the right to the truth belongs to members of society at large as well as to
the families of victims of human rights violations.16

A. The Duty to Investigate
In order to ascertain the truth, a human rights violation must be investigated. The Basic
Principles (2005) set out the specific obligation to investigate violations in the context of the
overall obligation to ensure respect for human rights: ‘The obligation to respect, ensure
respect for and implement international human rights law and international humanitarian law
...includes, inter alia, the duty to ...[i]nvestigate violations effectively, promptly, thoroughly
and impartially and, where appropriate, take action against those allegedly responsible in
accordance with domestic and international law.’17
Before the adoption of the Basic Principles (2005), the UN Human Rights Committee
(UNHRC), in its General Comment no. 31, pointed out that states are under the duty to
protect individuals subject to their jurisdiction
not just against violations of the [ICCPR] by [their] agents, but also against acts
committed by private persons or entities that would impair the enjoyment of Covenant
rights ... There may be circumstances in which a failure to ensure Covenant rights
...would give rise to violations by States Parties of those rights, as a result of States
Parties' permitting or failing to take appropriate measures or to exercise due diligence
to prevent, punish, investigate or redress the harm caused by such acts by private
persons or entities.18

The ‘Minnesota Protocol’, which comprises Part III of the United Nations Manual on the
Effective Prevention and Investigation of Extra-Legal, Arbitrary and Summary Executions,19
lists desirable procedures of an inquiry into the circumstances surrounding a suspicious death.
These include, inter alia, specific tasks to be accomplished at the crime scene, the processing
of evidence, avenues of investigation and identification and interviews of witnesses. The
‘Minnesota Protocol’ also provides a guideline for the establishment of independent
commissions of inquiry and the performance of autopsies.
While states possess wide discretionary powers to decide when an investigation of a
violation of human rights is warranted and how the investigation is conducted, the principle of
good faith provides, along with other criteria, a tool to gauge the adequacy of such an
investigation.

B. Standards of Investigation
While states are under the obligation to investigate violations of human rights and
international humanitarian law, they sometimes attempt to avoid investigations, which may
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embarrass or implicate high officials. In order to cover up official complicity states
sometimes stage an investigation designed to fail. The IACtHR explicitly warned against this
possibility: ‘[T]he State has the duty to commence ex officio and without delay, a serious, fair,
and effective investigation which is not undertaken as a mere formality condemned in
advance to be fruitless.’20
The notion that failure to effectively investigate arbitrary killings could itself be a violation
of human rights has been confirmed in numerous judgments by the ECHR. In these judgments
the court addressed five criteria that permit the evaluation of the effectiveness of an
investigation, namely: promptness, thoroughness, impartiality, independence and
transparency.
(i) Effectiveness of investigations
The requirement of effectiveness of investigations has been addressed by the ECHR in
numerous court judgments. A review of these judgments reveals that the Court used the
expression ‘effective investigation’ to mean the adequacy of an investigation. The Court
considered that ‘the nature and degree of scrutiny which satisfies the minimum threshold of
[an] investigation's effectiveness depends on the circumstances of the particular case. It must
be assessed on the basis of all relevant facts and with regard to the practical realities of
investigation work. It is not possible to reduce the variety of situations which might occur to a
bare check-list of acts of investigation or other simplified criteria.’21 In determining whether
effective investigations of alleged violations of human rights had taken place, the Court
examined whether these investigations had been prompt, thorough, impartial, independent and
sufficiently transparent.
While human rights courts generally avoid to imply that ineffective investigations of human
rights violations represent deliberate obstruction or a cover-up by the state, the ECHR
expressed its view in one case that ‘the astonishing ineffectiveness of the prosecuting

authorities ...can only be qualified as acquiescence in the events’.22

The ECHR has also considered that a violation by a government of the right to life can
be inferred from the failure by the government to provide ‘a plausible explanation ...as to the
reasons why indispensable acts of investigation have not been performed.’23
(ii) Promptness of investigations
The duty of an investigation’s promptness had also been addressed by the ECHR in numerous
judgments. The necessity of promptly investigating the use of lethal force ‘may generally be
regarded as essential in maintaining public confidence in their adherence to the rule of law
and in preventing any appearance of collusion in or tolerance of unlawful acts.’24 The
passage of time ‘will inevitably erode the amount and quality of the evidence available and
the appearance of a lack of diligence will cast doubt on the good faith of the investigative
efforts, as well as drag out the ordeal for the members of the family.’25 A substantial delay in
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the investigation may constitute ‘a breach of the obligation to exercise exemplary diligence
and promptness.’26
(iii) Thoroughness of investigations
According to paragraph 9 of the UN Principles:
There shall be thorough, prompt and impartial investigation of all suspected cases of extralegal, arbitrary and summary executions, including cases in which complaints by relatives or
other reliable reports suggest unnatural death in the above circumstances.... The Purpose of the
investigation shall be to determine the cause, manner and time of death, the person
responsible, and any pattern or practice, which may have brought about that death. It shall
include an adequate autopsy, collection and analysis of all physical and documentary evidence
and statements from witnesses...

In the case-law of the ECHR we find that that the lack of thoroughness (or effectiveness) was
inferred from omissions by the state, such as failure by the investigating authorities to take
reasonable steps to secure evidence;27 ignorance of obvious evidence (failure to ‘connect the
dots’);28 failure to collect all the evidence that could have clarified the sequence of events; 29
failure to report troubling facts;30 failure to interrogate certain people or to ask certain
questions in interrogations;31 failure to ascertain possible eye-witnesses and failing to search
for corroborating evidence;32 failure to ascertain whether certain reported documents in fact
existed;33 failure to clarify important inconsistencies;34 failure to consider alternative
hypotheses for unnatural death;35 lack of explanations for irregularities;36 failure to preserve
evidence at the scene (of the crime) and taking all relevant measurements;37 and failure to
inquire about motives.38
The aforementioned examples reveal the large range of means available to, and used by,
states to undermine investigations into violations of the right to life.
(iv) Independence of investigations
The UN Human Rights Committee emphasizes the need for ‘administrative mechanisms’ to
‘investigate allegations of violations (...) through independent and impartial bodies.’39
The UN Principles specify that
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[i]n cases in which the established investigative procedures are inadequate because of a lack of
expertise or impartiality, because of the importance of the matter or because of the apparent
existence of a pattern of abuse, and in cases where there are complaints from the family of the
victim about these inadequacies or other substantial reasons, Governments shall pursue
investigations through an independent commission of inquiry or similar procedure. Members
of such a commission shall be chosen for their recognised impartiality, competence and
independence as individuals. In particular, they shall be independent of any institution, agency
or person that may be the subject of the inquiry. The commission shall have the authority to
obtain all information necessary to the inquiry and shall conduct the inquiry as provided in
these principles.40
Those potentially implicated in extra-legal, arbitrary or summary executions shall be removed
from any position of control or power, whether direct or indirect, over complainants, witnesses
and their families, as well as over those conducting investigations.41

The UN Principles mention particularly the necessity to ensure that those conducting the
autopsy be independent from ‘any potentially implicated persons or organizations or
entities.’42
The ECHR repeatedly mentioned the necessity ‘for the persons responsible for and
carrying out the investigation to be independent from those implicated in the events’.43 The
Court added: ‘This means not only a lack of hierarchical or institutional connection but also a
practical independence.’44
(v) Impartiality of investigations
Impartiality requires that investigators examine with an open mind all relevant evidence,
including evidence that contradicts their ‘firm conviction’45 and include in the scope of their
investigation the possibility of official involvement in the crime, particularly when they are
put on notice about suspicious activities by official entities.46 In order to ensure the
impartiality of an investigation, witnesses ‘shall be protected from ...any ...form of
intimidation’47, particularly by state officials.
(vi) Transparency of investigations
According to paragraph 16 of the UN Principles ‘[f]amilies of the deceased and their legal
representatives shall be informed of, and have access to, any hearing as well as to all
information relevant to the investigation, and shall be entitled to present other evidence.’48
The reporting requirements of an investigation are also spelled out in the UN Principles:
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A written report shall be made within a reasonable period of time on the methods and findings
of such investigations. The report shall be made public immediately and shall include the
scope of the inquiry, procedures and methods used to evaluate evidence as well as conclusions
and recommendations based on findings of fact and on applicable law. The report shall also
describe in detail specific events that were found to have occurred and the evidence upon
which such findings were based, and list the names of witnesses who testified, with the
exception of those whose identities have been withheld for their own protection. The
Government shall, within a reasonable period of time, either reply to the report of the
investigation, or indicate the steps to be taken in response to it.49

The ECHR explicitly related the need for transparency of investigations to the democratic
right of official accountability:
Remedies must be effective in practice, not just in theory, with a sufficient element of
public scrutiny to ensure true accountability. In particular, alleged violations of the
right to life deserve the most careful scrutiny. Where events lie wholly or largely
within exclusive knowledge of the authorities...strong presumptions of fact will arise in
respect of injuries and death, which occur. Indeed, the burden of proof may be regarded
as resting on the authorities to provide a satisfactory and convincing explanation.50

Here is one example of the reasoning by the ECHR regarding the lack of transparency in an
investigation:
The Court notes ...that throughout the investigation the applicant and the rest of the
family were entirely excluded from the proceedings. Contrary to the usual practice
under national law, they were not granted the official status of victims in criminal
proceedings, a procedural role which would have entitled them to intervene during the
course of the investigation. Even assuming that the family’s participation could have
been secured otherwise, this was not the case here. The terms of their access to the file
were not defined. They were never informed or consulted about any proposed evidence
or witnesses, including the appointment of posthumous psychological and psychiatric
experts, so they could not take part in instructing the experts. The applicant did not
receive any information about the progress of the investigation and, when it was
discontinued on 10 October 2002, he was only notified five months later.51

Summary of Part I
States bear an obligation to establish the truth on gross violations of human rights committed
within their jurisdiction. Moreover, internationally adopted standards exist which permit an
objective assessment of the adequacy of official investigations into alleged gross violations of
human rights. There exist, however, impediments to the right to the truth other than those
resulting from inadequate investigations. Such impediments include: compensation schemes
designed to prevent judicial discovery procedures52, plea bargains53, statutes of limitations,
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State and official immunities, prohibitions of retrospective application of criminal law even
when the conduct was criminal under international law at the time it occurred, political
interference with decisions to investigate and prosecute and stipulations by which defendants
and prosecutors agree to recognize certain facts, even if these facts are untrue or unproven.
These additional impediments to the truth will not be examined in this article, although some
of these have been used to prevent the establishment of the truth on 9/11.
In Part II of this study, we will examine whether and to what extent the United States
government fulfilled its international obligations to investigate the gross violations of human
rights committed on 11 September 2001 and establish the truth on these events.

Part II
2001

Establishing the Truth on the Events of 11 September

The events of 11 September 2001 (‘9/11’) were a gross violation of the right to life of
approximately 3,000 human beings. It follows that the United States, as state party to the
International Covenant of Civil and Political Rights, is under the obligation to adequately
investigate this gross violation and secure the prosecution and punishment of the violators. In
order to conform to this obligation, the investigation of such a gross violation must be carried
promptly, effectively, thoroughly, impartially and with an adequate degree of transparency.
The expected goals of a murder investigation is (a) to positively identify the victims; (b) to
determine the manner, cause, location and time of death; and (c) to identify those responsible
for the death, including their accomplices.
In this Part we examine the investigation of this gross violation of human rights. In order
not to encumber the terminology, we will in this section refer to the events of 9/11 as a crime.
It is true that violations by the United States of human rights treaties to which it is party,
such as the failure to investigate violations committed within its jurisdiction, are not
enforceable against the United States in any international court. The lack of international
enforcement does not, however, void the international responsibility of the United States for
its violations of obligations under international law54 or its moral responsibility to establish
the truth on human rights violations.
Terminology
(1) When referring to the National Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United
States55, we will use the shortcut ‘the 9/11 Commission’.
(2) When referring to the persons designated by the US authorities as the perpetrators of the
crime of 9/11, we will designate them as the ‘suspects’ because their guilt has not been
formally established.

1. The Facts
On September 11, 2001, the entire world witnessed on television the impact of an aircraft
crashing on the South Tower of the World Trade Center in New York, the burning of the
Twin Towers, their subsequent disintegration and the sequels of explosions at the Pentagon
and near Shanksville, Pennsylvania. Television and other media provided non-stop coverage
54
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about rescue efforts and presented live testimonies of survivors, eyewitnesses, rescue
workers, fire fighters and law enforcement personnel. In addition to what was shown live on
television, numerous people witnessed the events.
It was logical to conclude after seeing a second aircraft impacting the World Trade Center
that this was no accident, but a deliberate attack aimed to destroy and kill.

2. The Allegations
Approximately 20 minutes after the apparent aircraft crash on the South Tower of the World
Trade Center, before anyone expected further attacks, President George W. Bush emerged
from a school class in Florida where he listened calmly to children read a story about a pet
goat, and announced that the United States was under attack.56 In his TV address he said:
‘today we've had a national tragedy. Two airplanes have crashed into the World Trade Centre
in an apparent terrorist attack on our country.’57 Twenty-four hours later the US Congress
declared unanimously:
(a) That the events of the previous day had been ‘attacks against’ the United States;
(b) That terrorists had ‘hijacked and destroyed’ four civilian aircraft;
(c) That the attacks ‘destroyed both towers of the World Trade Center’; and
(d) That the attacks clearly were intended ‘to intimidate our Nation and weaken its resolve.’58
The evidence available to the Congress at that time about the manner in which the crime had
been committed was hardly sufficient for the above findings, and did not appear sufficiently
reliable to allow the conclusion to be drawn that foreign terrorists had been responsible for the
crime.59
Mass media published from the first hour horrid details about the events – partly based on
leaks from unidentified public and airline officials – and speculative theories about the
identities of the perpetrators and their motives. The official account on 9/11 was established
by political leaders and the media within less than 48 hours of the attacks. This account can
be summarized in a few sentences:
Nineteen Muslims boarded four aircraft in the morning of 11 September 2001. Five of them
boarded flight AA11 that departed from Boston; five boarded UA175 that also departed from
Boston; five boarded flight AA77 that departed from Dulles Airport, Washington, D.C.; and
four boarded flight UA93 that departed from Newark International Airport. These four
terrorist teams hijacked the aircraft in mid-air with knives, seized control over the aircraft and
flew the aircraft into buildings, killing themselves, the passengers and the crew. They flew
the aircraft designated as flight AA11 into the North Tower, flight UA175 into the South
Tower, flight AA77 into the Pentagon and attempted to crash flight UA93 into the White
House but did not succeed to carry out their plan due to the uprising of the passengers. The
aircraft then crashed near Shanksville, Pennsylvania. The hijackers were swiftly identified as
having links to al Qaeda. Osama bin Laden later admitted to have personally selected them
for these specific attacks.
56
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C. Did the US Government Seek to Establish the Truth on 9/11?
On 12 September 2001 Attorney General John Ashcroft announced that the Department of
Justice ‘has undertaken perhaps the most massive and intensive investigation ever conducted
in this country.’60 On the following day, FBI Director Robert Mueller promised: ‘We will
leave no stone unturned in our quest to find those responsible and bring those individuals to
justice’.61
Yet, while announcing a massive investigation, Attorney General Ashcroft added that the
investigation was not FBI’s priority: The main task of the FBI, he said, was to ‘stop another
attack’.62 In the same morning White House Press Secretary Ari Fleischer announced – citing
undisclosed intelligence sources – that the risks of another attack were ‘significantly reduced’,
because ‘the perpetrators have executed their plan’.63
On 9 October 2001 the New York Times reported that John Ashcroft and Robert Mueller
had ‘ordered [FBI] agents to drop their investigation of the attacks or any other assignment
any time they learn of a threat or lead that might suggest a future attack.’64
Asked in court to tell ‘what steps the FBI and the PENTTBOM65 squad took to investigate
the September 11 attacks’, FBI Special Agent James M. Fitzgerald answered: ‘In general
steps, the FBI as well as the PENTTBOM squad obtained financial documents, bank records,
e-mail accounts, hard drives from computers to review those, post office box information, car
rental information, things of that nature, to attempt to determine – to determine the extent of
the contacts of the hijackers when they were in the United States and the activities that they
performed.’66 His answer confirms that the investigation did not focus on what actually
happened on the tragic day.
Shortly after 9/11, the Congress established a compensation mechanism for victims’
families,67 who, in order to apply for compensation, had to sign away their ‘right to file a civil
action ...in any Federal or State court for damages sustained as a result of the terrorist-related
aircraft crashes of September 11, 2001.’68 The ostensible intent of this provision was to
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Dan Eggen, ‘FBI Launches Massive Manhunt’, Washington Post, 13 September 2001. Cached at
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2001], Washington Post, 28 January 2002. Available at http://www.washingtonpost.com/ac2/wpdyn?pagename=article&node=&contentId=A46879-2002Jan27&notFound=true, mirrored at:
http://www.aldeilis.net/aldeilis/content/view/1604/107/
Ari Fleischer, White House Morning Briefing, 12 September 2001, 9:57 AM. The transcript of this
press briefing was removed from the White House website. Cached at:
http://www.aldeilis.net/english/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=464&Itemid=107
Philip Shenon and David Johnston, ‘F.B.I. Shifts Focus to Try to Avert Any More Attacks’, New York
Times, 9 October 2001. Available at http://www.nytimes.com/2001/10/09/national/09INQU.html,
mirrored at http://www.aldeilis.net/aldeilis/index.php?option=content&task=view&id=346&Itemid=107
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Transportation System, 22 September 2001. Available at
http://www.yale.edu/lawweb/avalon/sept_11/hr2926.htm
Ibid. Title IV, Section 405 (c) (3)
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protect the airlines against legal suits by victims’ families, but an intended or unintended sideeffect was to prevent victims’ families from using court discovery procedures in their quest
for the truth.69
While ‘investigations into past disasters and attacks such as Pearl Harbor, the Titanic, the
assassination of President Kennedy and the Shuttle Challenger explosion were established in
less than 10 days’,70 President Bush opposed a public investigation of 9/11. Due to pressure
by victims’ families, supported by members of Congress, he finally accepted after 411 days to
form a National Commission of Inquiry. It is, however, the duty of a government to search for
the truth on its own. This duty does not depend “on the procedural initiative of the victim or
his next of kin.”71 On 15 November 2002 the U.S. Congress approved legislation creating the
National Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States mandated to ‘examine and
report on the facts and causes relating to the September 11th terrorist attacks’ and ‘make a full
and complete accounting of the circumstances surrounding the attacks.’ President Bush
signed it into law on 27 November 2002. The very title of the Commission set its course of
inquiry to conform with the fact determined by Congress on September 12, 2001, namely that
the events of 9/11 were an attack from outside the United States.
The Commission was initially accorded $3 million, a derisory sum in comparison to the
$40 million price of the Starr investigation72 or the $112 million spent by NASA to support
the investigation of the Columbia space shuttle tragedy in which seven people died.73 When
asked for an additional $8 million for the 9/11 Commission’s work, President Bush initially
refused the request.74 Most of its members had a conflict of interest.75 The Commission’s
Executive Director, Philip D. Zelikow, hand-picked by President Bush, had huge conflicts of
interest that prompted the Family Steering Committee (a group of victims’ families) to
repeatedly call for his removal.76
Assigning a low priority to the 9/11 investigation, offering generous77 compensation to
victims’ families on the condition that they will not seize the courts, efforts to prevent a
public inquiry of 9/11 and establishing a Commission of Inquiry ‘predestined to be
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Citizens critique of flawed 9/11 Commission process, 23 July 2004. Available at
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ineffective’78, were all indications that the US government did not want the American people
to know the truth about the events of 9/11.

D. Was the 9/11 Investigation Thorough?
In order to be regarded as thorough according to the UN Principles mentioned in Part I, a
murder investigation should determine the ‘cause, manner and time of death, the person
responsible, and any pattern or practice which may have brought about that death. It shall
include an adequate autopsy, collection and analysis of all physical and documentary
evidence and statements from witnesses...’79 As will be shown below, the investigation of
9/11 failed the test of thoroughness, as defined in the UN Principles, for it (a) failed to
establish beyond reasonable doubt the identities of those responsible for the deaths; (b) failed
to determine the time, location or manner of death of most victims; and (c) failed to
adequately collect and analyse evidence and statements from witnesses.
(i)

How was the crime perpetrated?

According to the official account, the actual execution of the crime occurred on board of four
aircraft between approximately 8:20 and 10:00 AM EST, leaving no perpetrator, victim and
witness alive. 80 The official account of what happened on board the aircraft is based almost
entirely on contents of phone calls made by passengers and crew to various persons on the
ground and the contents of a single retrieved cockpit voice recorder (CVR). CVRs are
extremely sturdy devices recording conversations, radio transmissions and all others sounds
in an airplane’s cockpit for the last 30 minutes of its flight. They are supposed to withstand an
impact tolerance of 3400 Gs/6.5ms and 30 minutes of 1100C hot fire.81 According to the FBI
and the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB), the flight data recorders (FDRs) and
the CVRs (‘black boxes’) of the aircraft, which crashed on the Twin Towers, were never
found82 and the CVR from the crash site at the Pentagon was reported as unreadable.83
Yet a thorough investigation would have to exercise particular care in authenticating the
evidence in a case where all perpetrators, victims and witnesses are dead and where
information regarding the scenario of the crime is relayed by electronic means. The following
evidence regarding the phone calls should therefore have been authenticated: (a) the identities
of those who received the calls; and (b) the reliability, consistency and credibility of the
reported conversations; and (c) the location from where the calls were made.
The identities of those who received the calls
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Approximately 20 people on the ground are said to have received phone calls from passengers
and crew.84 The names of all these phone call recipients have been published. No one has
challenged their identities. A difficulty arose, however, to have some of these individuals
confirm their quoted statements. In one reported case, Michael Sweeney, the husband of
flight attendant Amy Sweeney who died on 9/11, was prevented from talking to former
American Airlines employee Michael Woodward, who was the last to talk to his late wife.85
Reliability, consistency and credibility of the reported conversations
Information about most phone calls was publicized in mass media. Yet it is not known how
many of these reports reflected direct testimonies by the recipients of the calls. In several
cases, the published information on the phone calls was not provided by the direct recipient of
the call but by a third party: A relative, a priest, a friend or another spokesperson of the
recipient.86 Contradictory and implausible accounts about the calls have also been reported.
The 9/11 Commission has not disclosed whether the recipients of the calls have formally
confirmed their reports through depositions or sworn statements.
According to one published account, flight attendant Amy Sweeney of flight AA11
provided in her phone call seat numbers for three suspects on flight AA11, namely seats 9G,
9D and 10B, respectively.87 According to another published account, attendant Betty Ong of
the same flight provided in her phone call seat numbers for four suspects, namely 2A, 2B, 9A
and 9B.88 According to the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), seat 9B, occupied
according to Betty Ong by one of the suspects, had been occupied by Daniel M. Lewin who
was allegedly stabbed to death.89 According to the 9/11 Commission, the seat numbers of five
alleged hijackers on that flight were: 2A, 2B, 8D, 8G, 10B.90 The Commission did not
provide any explanation for these conflicting accounts.
According to the San Francisco Chronicle four separate phone calls were made by
Thomas Burnett from flight UA93 to his wife Deena. She reported to have noted exactly the
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Gail Sheehy, supra n. 85. Yet, in the interview conducted on September 13, 2001 by an undisclosed lawenforcement official with Michael Woodward, who was the airlines’ official who talked to Amy
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nor the questions asked by Woodward. What was the source of Gail Sheehy’s allegations? The contents
of this interview are found here:
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As with the case of Amy Sweeney above, the official interview with those who received Ong’s call does
not mention that she relayed the seat numbers of the alleged hijackers. What was the source of the media
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call times as 9:27, 9:34, 9:45 and 9:54.91 However a court document produced at
Moussaoui’s trial regarding Burnett’s phone calls only lists three phone calls made to her at
9:30:22, 9:37:54 and 9:44:23.92 Neither the number of calls nor the timings match.
Lisa Jefferson, a telephone supervisor working for Verizon Corporation who reportedly
received a call from a passenger on board of Flight UA93, was interviewed telephonically by
undisclosed law-enforcement officials few hours after the attacks on 9/11. The contents of
this interview and the identity of the interviewer remain classified.93 Yet, news media have
reported in detail about this conversation. According to these reports Todd Beamer, a
passenger from flight UA93 unknown to her, called at 9:45 and talked with her for 13
minutes. Jefferson ‘could hear shouts and commotion and then Beamer asked her to pray with
him. They recited the 23rd Psalm. He got Jefferson to promise that she would call his family,
then dropped the phone, leaving the line open...Then there was silence. Jefferson hung up at
10 a.m. EST, realizing that the plane had gone down. Officials said it crashed at 9:58 a.m.’94
Lisa Beamer, Todd’s wife, reporting a conversation she had with Jefferson, said her husband
‘told [Jefferson] about our family, and he told her about me. And she knew the boys names.
And she knew we were expecting a baby in January.’95 There is no evidence that this distress
call was recorded, as might have been expected from a phone company. Jefferson did not go
“through the routine questions in her distress-call manual. She had not connected this agitated
man to his wife waiting anxiously at home...Mrs Beamer only learned of her husband’s final
call four days later, when a representative of United Airlines got in touch.’96 There is no
explanation why the US authorities keep secret the contents of the interview with Lisa
Jefferson, nor is it known from where news media obtained the information about the
conversation that had taken place between Todd Beamer and Lisa Jefferson.
A critical analysis of the phone calls from UA93 was made by John Doe II (pseudonym).
He reveals at least 14 glaring contradictions, oddities and anomalies that were not
investigated by the FBI or the 9/11 Commission.97
The location from which the calls were made
According to media stories published shortly after 9/11, ten calls had been made from the
aircraft with cellular phones.98 At least one recipient, Deena Burnett, explicitly stated that she
recognised her husband’s cell phone ID when he called.99 Experimental and empirical
evidence, however, indicates that cell phone calls are unlikely to succeed from aircraft flying
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above 8,000 feet.100 Was the call made from another location? If it was wrongly assumed that
the calls had been made with cell phones, it would mean that they had been made with socalled airfones fixed to the back of the seats101. This fact could have been easily determined
within days after 9/11, because each phone call generates a billing record and can be traced to
the particular location and equipment. Such evidence has not been produced.102 An answer to
this question is particularly important with regard to flight AA77, because airfones apparently
were not available on this aircraft on 9/11.103 Should this absence be confirmed, it would
mean that the calls reported from that aircraft had either been made from another location or
were simply fairy-tales. This, in turn, would raise questions about the reliability of the
official account regarding the other phone calls.
The cockpit voice recorder
The only retrieved CVR – according to official reports – was from flight UA93 which
allegedly crashed on a field in Pennsylvania. This CVR poses another problem. The FBI
controlled the analysis of that CVR and initially opposed to have even family members listen
to it.104 Questions remain about the authenticity of this CVR: Transcripts of CVRs from other
aircraft crashes around the world, that are publicly accessible on the internet, mention
numerous engine and other ambient sounds from the cockpit in addition to conversation.105
The transcript of Flight UA93’s CVR does not mention any such sounds106 and particularly
no crash sound at the end, as would be expected,107 suggesting that the transcript does not
faithfully reflect what is heard in the recording. German author Gerhard Wisnewski made a
pertinent observation that the released transcript differed significantly from authentic CVR
transcripts by failing to mention the aircraft’s ID, the name of the person and the agency who
issued the transcript and the date the transcript was issued.108 The released transcript cannot,
therefore, be attributed to any transcriber. Furthermore serious discrepancies have been
revealed between what family members heard when the CVR was first played to them by the
FBI on 18 April 2002109 and what the 9/11 Commission reported to have heard from the CVR
recording at a later date. These discrepancies suggest that the CVR recording has either been
manipulated110, that two versions had been made from one CVR or that the released
documents had been fabricated.
As the phone calls from the aircraft and the CVR from Flight UA93 constitute the main
evidence regarding the actual scenario of the crime, only full transparency of such data,
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including the disclosure of the identities of those who compiled the data, can ensure the right
of victims and the public to the truth.
(ii)

Who were the perpetrators?

The US government alleges that nineteen individuals whose names and photographs have
been released by the FBI111 and whom no one has seen since 11 September 2001, had booked
seats on flights AA11, AA77, UA93 and UA175 for that same day, boarded onto those
flights, hijacked the aircraft and deliberately crashed these aircraft with passengers and crew
on the Twin Towers of the World Trade Center, the Pentagon and on a field in Pennsylvania.
The accusations against these nineteen individuals were based, for the most part, on what
were described as lucky discoveries made on 9/11 by the FBI. The first was the discovery of
two pieces of luggage allegedly owned by Mohammed Atta, the lead suspect, which were not
loaded onto flight AA11. The reason for this alleged mistake at Logan airport was never
disclosed. According to FBI Special Agent James M. Fitzgerald, who testified at the
Moussaoui trial, the connecting flight from Portland which brought Mohammed Atta and
Abdul Aziz Alomari to Boston, had ‘arrived too late for the luggage to be loaded onto Flight
11’112 According to the 9/11 Commission, however, the flight arrived on time at
approximately 6:45 A.M., one hour before the scheduled departure of Flight AA11.113 The
contents of the luggage enabled FBI agents to ‘swiftly unravel the mystery of who carried out
the suicide attacks and what motivated them’.114
Among the items reportedly found in Atta’s bags were: a hand-held electronic flight
computer, a simulator procedures manual for Boeing 757 and 767 aircraft, a slide-rule flight
calculator, a copy of the Qur’an and a handwritten testament written in Arabic.115 According
to later testimonies by former FBI agents, the luggage also contained the identities of all 19
suspects involved in the four hijackings, information on their plans, backgrounds, motives, al
Qaeda connections and [a] folding knife and pepper spray.116 According to FBI Special Agent
Fitzgerald, Abdul Aziz Alomari’s passport was also found in one the bags.117
Other incriminating items of evidence were also swiftly found. The 9/11 Commission
noted that a passport of one of the alleged hijackers was found near the World Trade Center
where a ‘passer-by picked it up and gave it to a NYPD detective shortly before the ...towers
collapsed’118. Numerous observers found it difficult to believe that such a document could
make it undamaged from the pocket of a dead suspect in the burning wreckage within the
building to the street and be found within minutes. A Saudi Arabian driver’s license of
Ahmad al-Ghamdi, another suspect, ‘was recovered at the World Trade Center crash site’. A
‘four-page letter written in Arabic that was identical to the one recovered from the luggage of
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Mohammed Atta at Logan Airport’, a cashier’s check made out to a flight school in Phoenix,
four drawings of the cockpit of a 757 jet, a box cutter-type knife, maps of Washington and
New York, and a page with notes and phone numbers, were found in a Toyota Corolla
registered to alleged hijacker Nawaf Alhazmi at Washington’s Dulles Airport on 12
September.119 In a car rented by alleged hijacker Marwan Alshehhi discovered at Boston’s
Logan Airport, the FBI discovered an Arabic language flight manual, a pass giving access to
restricted areas at the airport, documents containing a name on the passenger list of one of the
flights, and the names of other suspects. The name of the flight school where Mohammed
Atta and Alshehhi studied, Huffman Aviation, is also found in the car.120 A number of
documents purporting to identify the suspects of flight UA93 were also reportedly found at
that flight’s crash site, where no wreckage was seen and no drop of blood.121 These included
the passport of suspect Al Ghamdi,122 Alnami’s Florida Driver’s License123, his Saudi
Arabian Youth Hostel Association ID card124, a visa page from Ziad Jarrah’s passport125, and
a business card of Jarrah’s uncle.126 At the Pentagon crash site, a “Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Student Identity Card” is discovered with alleged hijacker Majed Moqed’s name on it.127
On September 12, 2001, the FBI was notified by a hotel owner in Deerfield Beach,
Florida, that he found a box cutter left in a room left by alleged hijacker Marwan Alshehhi
and two unidentified men. The owner said having found in a nearby trash a duffel bag
containing Boeing 757 manuals, three illustrated martial arts books, an 8-inch stack of East
Coast flight maps, a three-ring binder full of handwritten notes, an English-German
dictionary, an airplane fuel tester, and a protractor.128
The night before 9/11, after making predictions of an attack on America the next day,
some of the alleged hijackers were reported to have left a business card and a copy of the
Qur’an at the bar.129
The amount and nature of all of that incriminating evidence impelled an unidentified
former high-level intelligence official to suggest: “Whatever trail was left was left
deliberately – for the FBI to chase.”130 Whatever the truth of this suspicion, it is important to
remember that the discovery of these items does not prove that their alleged owners actually
boarded any particular aircraft, hijacked that aircraft and crashed the aircraft at the known
sites. In order to prove that the suspects actually boarded the aircraft and died at the known
crash sites, at least three types of evidence should have been produced: Authenticated
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passenger lists, identification of the suspects as they boarded the aircraft and identification of
their bodily remains from the crash sites.
(a) No authenticated passenger lists
Airline passenger lists are essential documents required for insurance purposes. This is why it
is important for each airline to meticulously document and check the identities of passengers
who board passenger airliners.
On 13 September 2001 Attorney General John Ashcroft said that ‘[b]etween three and six
individuals on each of the hijacked airplanes were involved’ in the hijackings.131 On the same
day FBI Director Robert Mueller said that a ‘preliminary investigation indicated 18 hijackers
were on the four planes -- five on each of the two planes that crashed into the World Trade
Center, and four each on the planes that crashed into the Pentagon and in Pennsylvania’.132 A
day later the number grew to 19.133 Initially, the name of Mosear Caned (ph) was released by
CNN as one of the suspected hijackers.134 His name disappeared a few hours later from the
list of suspects when CNN posted a new list of suspects released by the FBI135. It was never
explained why Caned’s name had appeared in the first place and why it was then removed.136
Two other names, Adnan and Ameer Bukhari, whose names had also apparently figured on
the original passenger list, disappeared and were replaced by other names.137 A fourth person,
Amer Kamfar, was also named as an initial suspect hijacker.138 His name also disappeared
from the subsequent lists of suspect hijackers. The Washington Post revealed that the original
passenger lists did not include the name of Khalid Al Mihdhar who later appeared as one of
the alleged hijackers. In its Final Edition of 16 September 2001 the paper explained that his
name ‘was not on the American Airlines manifest for [Flight 77] because he may not have
had a ticket.’139 After that date ‘reports began emerging saying that al-Mihdhar was still
alive.’140
On 12 September 2001, various newspapers published partial passenger lists of the crashed
flights. These reports included Jude Larsson, 31, and his wife, Natalie, 24, as passengers
aboard flight AA11.141 Yet on September 18, 2001, the Honolulu Star Bulletin reported that
the newspaper had received an email from Jude, apparently alive, notifying of the
mistake.142 According to the paper, “a person claiming to be with the airlines” called Jude’s
father, a person described as a “known sculptor” in his community, and informed him that his
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son and daughter-in-law had been passengers on flight AA11. The names of Jude and Natalie
Larson then disappeared from publicized passenger lists. More bizarre is that the names of
Jude and Natalie Larson, whose names are not anymore officially listed as flight AA11
victims, are still listed as dead on the National Obituary Archive.143
The aforementioned fluctuations in the number and names of the alleged hijackers (and
two passengers) suggest that their identification was not based on the original passenger lists.
While printouts purporting to be copies of passenger lists from 9/11 were presented as
exhibits at the Moussaoui trial and posted in May 2006 on the web144, these printouts contain
no authentication and were not accompanied by chain-of-custody reports. These lists were
released discreetly, without comments or indication as to their source.
While the names of all passengers, crew and suspected hijackers were publicized shortly
after 9/11 in the media, the FBI and the airlines have consistently refused and continue to
refuse to release the authentic, original, passenger lists and flight manifests, of the four 9/11
flights: AA11, AA77, UA175 and UA93 that would confirm who checked in to these
flights.145 As the names of all victims are long known, privacy considerations cannot explain
such refusal to produce the original documents.
(b) No testimonies of aircraft boarding
A second category of evidence to prove that particular individuals have boarded a
particular airplane at a particular gate and a specific time, is eyewitness testimony and
security video recordings.
According to the 9/11 Commission, ten of the nineteen suspects were selected on 9/11 at
the airports by the automated CAPPS system for ‘additional security scrutiny’.146 Yet no one
of those who handled the selectees, or any of the numerous airline or airport security
employees interviewed by the FBI or the FAA on or after 9/11 is known to have seen the
suspects. As for flights AA11 and UA175, the 9/11 Commission found that “[n]one of the
[security] checkpoint supervisors recalled the hijackers or reported anything suspicious
regarding their screening.”147 As for flight AA77, the 9/11 Commission wrote that “[w]hen
the local civil aviation security office of the FAA later investigated these security screening
operations, the screeners recalled nothing out of the ordinary. They could not recall that any
of the passengers they screened were CAPPS selectees.”148 As for flight UA93, the 9/11
Commission indicated that the “FAA interviewed the screeners later; none recalled anything
unusual or suspicious.”149 According to an undated FBI report, the ‘FBI collected 14 knives
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or portions of knives at the Flight 93 crash site.’150 Yet no screener is known to have
mentioned coming across a single knife that morning.151
Airline personnel see off passengers as they board onto aircraft in order to tear off the stub
of their boarding cards or simply to count the passengers. Under the circumstances of 9/11,
one would have expected to see and hear media interviews with those who were the last to
have seen passengers and crew alive, particularly airline personnel who observed the boarding
process in the morning of 9/11. Yet no such interview apparently took place. The 9/11
Commission does not mention the existence of any deposition or testimony by these airline
personnel. And even the identities of these employees remains secret: As a response to this
author’s request to interview, for research purposes, American Airlines employees who saw
off passengers of flight AA77, the airline responded that their identities cannot be revealed for
privacy reasons.152
As no person has testified to have witnessed the boarding process, did perhaps security
cameras document it? Apparently none of the three airports from where the 9/11 aircraft
reportedly departed had surveillance cameras above the boarding gates. Thus, there exists
neither eyewitness testimony nor a visual documentation of the boarding process.
Yet public opinion remains convinced that surveillance videos of the boarding process had
been shown on TV networks. In fact, what has been shown around the world was not the
boarding process of any of the four aircraft but two video recordings, one of which is said to
be from Portland airport and the other from Dulles Airport. The Portland video purports to
show Mohammed Atta and alleged hijacker Alomari before they board onto a connecting
flight to Boston. This video does not prove that they boarded any flight at Logan airport. The
other video recording is said to be from the screening checkpoint at Dulles Airport from
where flight AA77 allegedly departed.
According to all known sources, Logan Airport in Boston did not have any surveillance
cameras on 9/11, neither at the security checkpoints nor above the boarding gates.153
According to the 9/11 Commission’s staff, the Newark International Airport did not either
have such equipment154. But this claim has been contradicted by Michael Taylor, president of
American International Security Corporation.155 The only recording attempting to place the
alleged hijackers at one of the three departure airports is a grainy surveillance recording
purporting to show the alleged hijackers of flight AA77 pass through the security checkpoint
at Dulles Airport, Washington, D.C. This recording was not voluntarily released by the US
government, but was forced out in 2004 under the Freedom Of Information Act.156 This video
recording can be found on various sites on the Internet.157 Jay Kolar, who published a critical
analysis of this recording,158 points out the absence of identifying data such as date, time and
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camera number. He also pointed out further anomalies, such as the unusually bright lighting
(which suggest that the recording was not made in the morning) and the fact that a human
operator had manipulated the camera in order to zoom on particular subjects (indicating
foreknowledge of those subjects). His conclusion is that this recording was made deliberately
and probably at another time than in the morning of 9/11. Adding to the mystery, the released
recording does not show any passengers pass through the security checkpoint. Aside from the
dubious source of this recording, it does not show who boarded the aircraft but only a handful
of ill-recognizable individuals who passed a security checkpoint.
(c) No boarding passes
To ensure that all checked-in passengers actually board the aircraft, airline personnel usually
tear a stub of the boarding pass and count these stubs. These stubs carry the names of the
passengers. The 9/11 Commission Staff report,159 which mentions specifically that
Mohammed Atta received a “boarding pass” at Portland airport, does not mention at all
boarding passes in connection with flights AA11, AA77, UA175 and UA93, as if such
documents did not exist. The Staff report does not explain how the airlines checked who
boarded the aircraft.
(d) No positive identification of the alleged hijackers’ bodily remains
According to the official account, the 19 hijackers died in the crashes at the World Trade
Center, the Pentagon and at the crash site near Shanksville, Pennsylvania. Yet, there is no
positive proof that they did. There is no indication that a proper chain of custody between the
crash sites and the final disposition of bodily remains had been established by the FBI, as
required in criminal cases. The 9/11 Commission did not refer to any such documentation.
Unidentified officials spoken to by The Times (U.K.) in October 2001 expected that the
bodies of the 9/11 suspects would be identified ‘by a process of elimination’160. They did not
explain on what grounds they did not envisage a positive identification of these bodies.
Chris Kelly, spokesman of the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology (AFIP), where the
identification of the victims’ remains from flights AA77 and UA93 took place, said that the
authorities were reluctant to consider releasing the hijackers’ bodies: ‘We are not quite sure
what will happen to them, we doubt very much we are going to be making an effort to reach
family members over there.’161 He did not mention why AFIP could not use comparison DNA
samples from known locations in the United States where the alleged hijackers had lived.
While the AFIP announced to have positively identified the human remains of all ‘innocent’
passengers and crew from the flights, they did not identify the remains of any individual
suspect. Kelly said later: ‘The remains that didn’t match any of the samples were ruled to be
the terrorists’.162 Somerset County coroner Wallace Miller said that the “death certificates [for
the suspected hijackers] will list each as 'John Doe'”.163
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As for the remains of the suspects who allegedly flew AA11 and UA175 into the Twin
Towers, a spokeswoman for the New York Medical Examiner’s Office, where the
identification of the WTC victims took place, said to have received from the FBI in February
2003 “profiles of all 10 hijackers ...so their remains could be separated from those of
victims.” She added: “No names were attached to these profiles. We matched them, and we
have matched two of those profiles to remains that we have.”164 No explanation was given
where and how the FBI secured the “profiles” of these 10 individuals, why it took so long to
hand them for identification and why they could not be identified by name.
(e) Conclusion
As shown above, the US authorities have failed to prove that the 19 individuals accused of the
mass murder of 9/11 had boarded the aircraft, which they allegedly used to commit the crime.
No authenticated, original, passenger lists, bearing their names, have been released; no one is
known to have seen them board the aircraft; no video recordings documented their boarding;
no boarding pass stub exists to document their boarding; and their bodily remains have not
been positively identified.
In the months following 9/11, reports appeared in mainstream media that some of the alleged
hijackers were actually living in various Arab countries. These reports led to speculation that
the identities of some of the hijackers were in doubt. Typical of such reports is an Associated
Press dispatch of 3 November 2001, which states: “The FBI released the names and photos of
the hijackers in late September. The names were those listed on the planes’ passenger
manifests and investigators were certain those were the names the hijackers used when they
entered the United States. But questions remained about whether they were the hijackers’ true
identities. The FBI has not disclosed which names were in doubt and [FBI Director] Mueller
provided no new information on the hijackers’ identities beyond his statement to reporters.”
The 9/11 Commission did neither address at all these doubts nor the reports about the “living
hijackers”.
On September 14, 2001, the FBI released the names of the 19 individuals “who have been
identified as hijackers aboard the four airliners that crashed on September 11, 2001”.165 On
September 27, 2001, the FBI released photographs of these 19 individuals “believed to be the
hijackers of the four airliners”.166 Yet for most names no birth date, birthplace or specific
residence is given despite the apparent availability of such data on visa application forms and
other documentation possessed by the FBI. The webpage provides the following caveat: “It
should be noted that attempts to confirm the true identities of these individuals are still under
way.” This statement still applies because the webpage has not been updated since it was
initially posted and constitutes the US government’s official listing of the alleged hijackers.
Accordingly, a significant difference exists between the official position of the US
government regarding the identities of the alleged hijackers of 9/11 and the popularized
version promoted by politicians and the media to justify the aggression against Afghanistan
and the “war on terror”.
More than six years have elapsed during which the U.S. government had ample opportunities
to prove the identities of the nineteen persons who allegedly boarded airplanes on 9/11 and
committed mass murder. Any future release of evidence regarding these persons will have to
be viewed with the greatest circumspection. As things stand today, there exists no evidence,
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whatsoever, that the 19 individuals designated as the hijackers of 9/11, boarded the four
aircraft that reportedly crashed on that day. For this reason alone, they cannot be considered
as suspects of the crime, let alone as its perpetrators.
(iii) Who were the victims?
The Armed Forces Institute of Pathology (AFIP) carried out the identification of the victims
from the crashes of flights AA77 and UA93 after a ‘behind-the-scenes tug of war’ between
the FBI and the Virginia Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Fierro, whose department was legally
responsible for such work.167 Attorney General John Ashcroft had to formally relieve her
department of its responsibilities in this case. 168 It was never explained why it was crucial for
the Pentagon or the Department of Justice to have such identifications conducted under the
authority of the armed forces. Unidentified officials quoted by The Times in October 2001
were confident that ‘DNA tests would eventually identify all of the victims’ from these
crashes while the ‘bodies of the [terrorists] would also be identified, if only by a process of
elimination.’169 According to the AFIP the human remains of all passengers and crew of flight
UA93 were identified by 16 November 2001.170 ‘All but four who worked in the Pentagon
were identified. AFIP identified all but one of the passengers of Flight 77.’171
The rate of victim identification in New York was much lower. The New York City
Medical Examiner carried out the identification of the victims who died at the World Trade
Center (WTC) in New York. By 2005, only 1595 victims of the 2,749 people known to have
died at the WTC site – or 58 percent – were positively identified on the basis of recovered
physical remains.172 It has been difficult to identify the WTC victims because many bodies
had been literally pulverized. In June 2006 human remains turned up on top of the Deutsche
Bank Building, which stands about 400 feet to the south of the location of the former South
Tower.173 According to the Associated Press most of the fragments were less then 1/16th inch
in length.174 The location of this finding and the size of the fragments gave rise to questions
that remain unanswered.
(iv)

What were the tools of the crime?

According to the official account, the tools of the crime were: (a) weapons used within the
aircraft to overcome passengers and crew, and (b) the aircraft themselves as missiles.
Weapons used within the aircraft
According to the 9/11 Commission the suspects used only knives, mace and pepper spray in
the aircraft. Although a draft report by the FAA mentioned the use of a gun in one of the
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aircraft,175 the Commission insists that this draft was based on a misunderstanding. The 9/11
Commission actually spent significant efforts to prove that no gun had been used in the
aircraft.176 The stakes, evidently, were enormous since a discovered failure to detect a gun
before boarding may have cost the airlines huge sums in compensation.177
According to the reported phone calls from the aircraft the alleged hijackers possessed
and/or used knives, mace, pepper spray, a gun and a bomb, to threaten or attack passengers
and crew. If we assume these phone calls as genuine and the callers as truthful, such reports
would mean that these weapons had been taken aboard the aircraft past security check. This,
in turn, would suggest either complicity of ground personnel in smuggling such weapons on
board or a cover-up of security lapses.
While the investigators of 9/11 refuse to release the original evidence regarding the phone
calls and fail to provide a plausible explanation for the callers’ testimonies, the public is
prevented from knowing the truth regarding the weapons used on board the four aircraft.
What aircraft crashed where?
For each of the four crashed aircraft, eyewitnesses have come forward who claim to have seen
an aircraft fly towards the target. A few witnesses claim to have recognized the livery of an
American Airlines plane fly towards the Pentagon, but most eyewitnesses did not identify the
type of aircraft which headed towards the crash sites and their testimonies conflict widely.
Numerous independent researchers conclude, on the base of existing evidence, that no
commercial aircraft crashed on the Pentagon. The dispute about what actually crashed there
continues. Some researchers believe that the aircraft which allegedly crashed in Pennsylvania
was actually shot down, as indicated by the fact that debris were found over many miles and
by the absence of wreckage and bodies at the crash site. A few researchers who studied
meticulously video recordings depicting the plane crash on the South Tower of the World
Trade Center even claim that no plane crashed on the South Tower: It was all video fakery.178
Assuming that four aircraft did actually crash on 9/11, at least six reasons remain for not
assuming anything definite about the identities of these aircraft and, by implication, the
identities of the aircraft onto which the passengers and crew had boarded.
First, and crucially, the FBI did not produce any positive identification of the crashed aircraft.
Yet, it should have been extremely easy to do so, because all aircraft parts carry serial
numbers that can be traced to the aircraft’s serial number.179 According to Assistant U.S.
Attorney General Patrick A. Rose, representing the FBI, no attempt was made by the FBI to
formally identify the aircraft. The justification he provided was that “[t]he identities of the
airplanes hijacked in the September 11 attacks was never in question.”180 Of all major U.S.
airline crashes within the U.S. investigated and published by the National Transportation
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Safety Board during the past 20 years, the 9/11 'black boxes' are virtually the only ones
without listed serial numbers.181
Second, video evidence of the crashes does not prove what aircraft had crashed there.
Judicial Watch, an organization describing itself as a “conservative non-partisan educational
foundation [that] promotes transparency, accountability and integrity in government, politics
and the law”, filed a Freedom of Information Act request on December 15, 2004, seeking all
records pertaining to September 11, 2001 camera recordings of the Pentagon attack from the
Sheraton National Hotel, the Nexcomm/Citgo gas station, Pentagon security cameras and the
Virginia Department of Transportation.182 But the Pentagon refused to release what it
possessed. Judicial Watch initiated therefore a lawsuit on February 22, 2006 arguing that
there was “no legal basis” for the Defense Department’s refusal to release the only tape the
Pentagon said to possess. On May 16, 2006, the Pentagon finally accepted to release two
tapes that it claims show American Airlines 11 striking the Pentagon on 9/11.183 Both are
taken from the almost the same angle and from far away; both are extremely blurred; both are
undated (suggesting that the recording had been manipulated); and neither of them allows the
determination of the aircraft that apparently strikes the Pentagon. The video recordings from
the various other locations around the Pentagon have not been released. No video recording
exists from the crash of flight UA93 near Shanksville. One blurred video recording is known
to exist of the aircraft crash on the North Tower in New York.184 Numerous video recordings
were made of the aircraft crash on the South Tower (the second crash), although some
independent researchers dispute the authenticity of these recordings185. Assuming these
recordings as authentic, they do not, however, allow a visual identification of the aircraft type.
Third, local residents who rushed to the crash site at Shanksville reported to have been
surprised to see no signs of an aircraft crash, no jet fuel smell, no bodies, just a hole in the
ground.186 According to the official account, the plane crashed almost vertically at more than
500 mph and disappeared completely into the soft ground. Yet debris were found miles from
the crash site. According to the FBI, however, about 95 percent of the aircraft was recovered
from the crash scene.187 The FBI did not forward the wreckage to the National Transportation
Safety Board for a mandatory crash investigation but ‘since [it] had no more use for it’, turned
it over, 12 days after the crash, to United Airlines188. Photographers were not allowed to
document the recovery of the aircraft. No photographs of the recovered wreckage exist in the
public domain.
Fourth, it was discovered in 2003 by Gerard Holmgren and ascertained by the present
author that according to the BTS database of the US Department of Transportation (DoT),
flight AA11 and flight AA77 were not scheduled to fly at all on 11 September 2001 but were
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scheduled to fly on the preceding and subsequent days.189 After Holmgren’s discovery was
publicized on the internet, the DoT hastily added the records for AA11 and AA77 flights on
the 9/11, thereby engaging in a fraudulent manipulation of official records. Another
discovered anomaly is that according to the BTS database, the aircraft, which reportedly
crashed on the Pentagon (flight AA77, tail number N644AA), did not depart from Dulles
Airport, Washington, as officially reported.190
Fifth, a group of six air traffic controllers working at the FAA center in Nashua recorded
on tape what they had observed in the morning of 9/11. Their tape ‘was destroyed by a
supervisor without anyone making a transcript or even listening to it (...) [He] crushed the
cassette in his hand, shredded the tape and dropped the pieces into different trash cans around
the building’191 The controllers who recorded their stories were never identified or asked to
re-record their impressions.
Sixth, the crash site of flight UA93 is the only 9/11 crash site in which solely aircraft
passengers and crew members were reported to have died. Yet Wally Miller, country coroner
at Somerset County, who was one of the first to arrive at the crash site where flight UA93
allegedly crashed, said that he ‘stopped being coroner after about 20 minutes, because there
were no bodies there.’192 After weeks of combing the area, searchers found ‘about 1,500
mostly scorched samples of human tissue totalling less than 600 pounds’ or about 8 percent of
the total combined bodily weight of the aircraft’s passengers, crew and hijackers.193 Yet
items, such as a wedding ring and other jewelry, photos, credit cards, purses and their
contents, shoes, a wallet and currency, were among personal effects salvaged from the site.194
Craig Hendrix, of Douglass Air Disaster Funeral Coordinators said: ‘We have some property
for most passengers’.195 Jerry and Beatrice Guadagno said that their son Richard's credentials
and badge from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service had been found by the FBI at the crash
site: ‘It was practically intact,’ Richard's sister, Lori, said of the credentials, which were
returned in their wallet. ‘It just looked like it wasn't damaged or hadn't gone through much of
anything at all, which is so bizarre and ironic’.196
As reported above, the FBI did not formally establish the identities (tail numbers) of the
crashed aircraft, and thus failed to determine the tool with which the more than 250
individuals listed as passengers and crew were killed. We have also shown that the FBI did
not produce evidence documenting the boarding process at the various airports. It remains
therefore unknown onto which aircraft (tail number) passengers and crew were asked to
board, if they at all boarded onto any aircraft on 9/11.
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(v)

What caused the deaths of the victims?

As the investigation failed to determine the identities of the aircraft onto which passengers
and crew boarded, it follows that it could not determine the cause of their deaths. We will
now examine whether the cause of death of the other victims of 9/11 was properly
determined.
Workers at the Pentagon no doubt perished as a result of an explosion and fire, both of
which have been reliably documented and were probably caused by a crashed airborne
vehicle.197
Occupants of the World Trade Center died from numerous causes. Some victims died
from the impact of an aircraft, others from fires and smoke. Some occupants jumped to their
death, and some died from other incidental causes, including accidents. A substantial number
of people, however, died when the buildings disintegrated. There is an ongoing dispute about
the cause of disintegration, which prevents a final determination of what caused those deaths.
According to the official account, as presented in the Final Reports of the Federal
Building and Fire Investigation of the World Trade Center Disaster conducted by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),198 the Twin Towers collapsed due to structural
failure caused by the fires and the damage from the aircraft’s impact. Although other entities
conducted similar studies, the $20 million study by NIST, released in September 2005,
represents the official position of the US government. NIST is an agency of the US
Department of Commerce199, it is ‘the central government lab for fire’200 and its director is a
presidential appointee.201
A growing number of independent researchers dispute the official theory presented by
NIST. They argue that neither the fire nor the aircraft impact could have led to total structural
failue, let alone in the short time that elapsed between the impact of the aircraft until the
buildings disintegrated (South Tower: 56 minutes, North Tower: 102 minutes). They point out
that such buildings have never collapsed due to fire, including much fiercer, larger and longer
fires. Most of these skeptics suggest that the Twin Towers were demolished by explosives
planted in the buidlings in advance202 or, as a few of them maintain, by more exotic means,
only available to the military.203 Both groups of skeptics base their theory on observed facts,
including the minute size of body fragments collected from Ground Zero204, the absence of
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body parts for hundreds of victims205, the pulverization of a substantial mass of the buildings
into extremely fine dust,206 testimonies by more than 100 fire-fighters and rescue workers of
pre-collapse, multiple explosions in the buildings, including in the sub-basement,207
photographic evidence of explosions,208 evidence that heavy steel beams were ejected at high
speed from the buildings209, the quasi free-fall speed of the buildings210, the unexplained
presence of molten metal in Ground Zero weeks after the events211 and inexplicable damage
to dozens of cars.212 The sudden, total, free-fall collapse of WTC no. 7 in the afternoon of 11
September into its own footprint – a 47-floor steel-framed building that was not hit by an
aircraft – is widely considered as the ultimate proof of pre-planned, controlled demolition.213
In response to growing doubts about the official theory of WTC collapses and
particularly the unexplained implosion WTC no. 7, NIST issued on 30 August 2006 a
document entitled Answers to Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ), which it posted on its
website214. David Ray Griffin published a detailed rebuttal of the NIST study and its FAQ.215
As these lines are written in January 2008, NIST has yet not published its own study on the
collapse of WTC no. 7.
Over 90 percent of 9/11 victims died at the World Trade Center alone. It is therefore
of crucial importance to know what caused the unexpected disintegration of the Twin Towers.
A satisfactory theory for the disintegration of these buildings must take into account all
observed facts and be compatible with physical law. Until such theory is produced, the cause
of death of most victims at the World Trade Center cannot be determined.
The fact that NIST’s investigators did not attempt to explain the testimonies of the
witnesses who reported to have seen, heard or experienced multiple explosions in the Twin
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Towers prior to collapse216, failed to explain the pulverization of the Twin Towers and the
presence of molten metal under the ruins, failed to demonstrate that the Twin Towers could
collapse at almost free-fall speed, and failed to explain the collapse of WTC no. 7,217 shows
that NIST failed to conduct its investigation in accordance with established scientific
principles but tailored its findings to fit the government’s account.
(vi) Thoroughness of investigation as reflected in the Final Report of the 9/11 Commission
Introducing the Final Report of the 9/11 Commission, Chairman Kean and Vice Chairman
Hamilton wrote that the Commission ‘sought to be independent, impartial, thorough, and
nonpartisan’.218 In a scathing and detailed critique of the Commission’s work,219 David Ray
Griffin demonstrates that the Commission was neither independent nor impartial. Griffin lists
over 100 facts omitted from the Final Report because their inclusion would have undermined
the official account on 9/11.220 The present author is aware of still more omissions. The
Commission, on the other hand, relied heavily on unverified information allegedly obtained
from al Qaeda members in US custody. The Commission acknowledges that its ‘access to [the
detainees] has been limited to the review of intelligence reports based on communications
received from the locations where the actual interrogations take place.’ The Commission
‘submitted questions for use in the interrogations, but had no control over whether, when, or
how questions of particular interest would be asked.’ Nor were Commission members
‘allowed to talk to the interrogators ...to better judge the credibility of the detainees and
clarify ambiguities in the reporting.’221
According to the guidelines included in the ‘Minnesota Protocol’222, a Commission of
Inquiry established to investigate gross human rights violations ‘shall assess all information
and evidence it receives to determine its relevance, veracity, reliability and probity.’223 The
9/11 Commission failed to assess the veracity, reliability and probity of evidence it received
from the CIA regarding the al Qaeda detainees and the evidence it received from the FBI
regarding the identities of the alleged perpetrators, the tools of crime and the phone calls from
the airplanes.
As for the thoroughness of the 9/11 Commission’s work, Griffin writes: ‘The
[Commission’s Final] report’s lack of thoroughness is, in fact, one of its outstanding
characteristics’224. He cites a letter to the US Congress by 25 individuals ‘who worked within
various government agencies (FBI, FAA, DIA, Customs) responsible for national security and
public safety’ in which these authors designate ‘[o]mission [as] one of the major flaws in the
Commission’s report.’225

C. Was the Investigation Transparent?
The whole official approach to 9/11, including its investigation, has been characterized by
secrecy. When challenged, this secrecy was justified by invoking the need to respect the
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privacy of victims’ families, national security considerations and the need to withhold
evidence until the trial of Zacarias Moussaoui. Yet, in order to maintain confidence in the
justice system, particularly in a case of a massive crime such as 9/11, the transparency of the
investigation must be regarded as an overriding consideration. In none of the cases mentioned
in this article were national security considerations invoked by the US government. Zacarias
Moussaoui’s trial is over. The only remaining justifications for continued secrecy are privacy
considerations. These only apply to some of the documents mentioned in this article and only
to the extent that the concerned individuals would have requsted to have certain documents
sealed. But even if some individuals desire that documents be sealed to protect their feelings,
courts would still have the duty to weigh such privacy considerations against the right of
society to know the truth on major events such as 9/11.
We have already mentioned the failure by the US administration to produce the original
passenger lists, authenticated security video recordings, documents identifying the crashed
aircraft, depositions by recipients of phone calls from the aircraft and by air flight controllers,
recordings of phone calls made from the aircraft, the contents of the CVR from Flight UA93
and evidence about the boarding process. The release of such documents would not have
undermined national security, the “war on terrorism” or a fair trial. The following two
examples illustrate the nature of official fear of disclosure.
On 18 April 2002, the FBI invited victims’ families to listen to the CVR from Flight
UA93. Department of Justice prosecutors ‘exhorted families not to describe the tapes'
contents because they will be played as evidence in the terrorism conspiracy trial of Zacarias
Moussaoui.’226 FBI agents ‘asked the relatives to surrender all cell phones, palm pilots and
pagers to prevent the recording of any of the day's proceedings.’227 After the session, the
family members left ‘under the escort of New Jersey state troopers and federal agents, who
walked them to their cars and shielded them from reporters.’228 The CVR recording was
played during the Moussaoui trial at the specific request of the prosecution in order to impress
the jury.229 The trial judge decided, upon the request of an unidentified family member, to
reseal the recording after it was played.230.
In 2004, the FBI finally agreed to play for victims’ families recordings of some phone
calls from the aircraft. They had to ‘sign nondisclosure agreements and were not permitted to
take notes. Civil attorneys and the media were barred. FBI agents filled the halls of the hotel
[where the presentation took place] and took any camera or recording equipment before
people were admitted to the [presentation]. Those who left the three-and-a-half-hour session
to relieve themselves were accompanied into rest rooms by agents.’231 According to published
accounts, the FBI possesses partial or entire recordings of phone calls made from the aircraft
by five callers.232 Except for four minutes of the phone call reportedly made by flight
attendant Betty Ong from flight AA11 and played at a 9/11 Commission hearing, the other
recordings have never been played publicly and have not been released.
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Contrary to what could have been expected, the FBI did not issue a public report
describing its investigation.233 Its website provides virtually no information about the
investigation of 9/11 entitled PENTTBOM.234
The above facts represent a small sample of attempts by the US administration to prevent
the truth on what happened on the day of 11 September 2001 to be known.

D.

Was the investigation independent?

According to international norms of human rights, investigators who are in any way
dependent upon the subjects of their investigation are not competent to investigate their
subjects. The FBI and NIST are agencies financially dependent upon the US government and
their directors are presidential appointees.
Should the US government have been one of the subjects of the 9/11 investigation?
According to over 100 senior U.S. military officers, intelligence services and law enforcement
veterans, and former government officials, the answer is yes. These experts have expressed
their belief that the US government has not told the truth on 9/11 or has been actually
complicit in 9/11.235 Numerous survivors and victims’ family members have demanded a
new, truly independent, investigation of 9/11 because their disillusionment with the work of
the 9/11 Commission.236 And according to a July 2006 poll conducted by Scripps News
Service, one-third of Americans think the government either carried out the 9/11 attacks or
intentionally allowed them to happen in order to provide a pretext for wars in the Middle
East.237 In the light of such extensive suspicions of the US government, an independent
investigation of 9/11 could not be carried out by an agency of the government.
To the extent that Al Qaeda has been named as a prime suspect with regard to 9/11 and the
fact that the FBI had previously attempted to obstruct investigations of Al Qaeda links, the
impartiality of the FBI to investigate 9/11 could not presumed.238 Substantial evidence
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suggests that the lack of zeal by the FBI in going after Al Qaeda suspects did not originate
from within the agency, but represented government policy and was dictated to the FBI.239
Taking into account the above record, the FBI could not be expected to carry out an impartial
investigation of 9/11.

D. Was the Motive of the Crime Investigated?
When a building intended for demolition is suddenly consumated by fire and the owner
subsequently collects a large insurance payment, he is justifiably suspected of arson.
Identifying the underlying motives for a crime is one of the means to expedite a criminal
investigation.
In the case of 9/11, it was not facially evident who instigated, planned, directed and
financed the crime. When questions arise as to the identities of those who orchestrate a crime,
investigators inquire into their possible motives. They would typically assess the benefits the
suspects might have expected from the crime (cui bono). Such potential suspects would then
be selected for a more detailed investigation. While there is no evidence that any Muslim or
Arab organisation or State gained anything from the events of 9/11, there is ample evidence
that the US government and a whole range of corporations and individuals gained from these
events. The events of 9/11 allowed the US government to implement policies and measures
which had already been on the drawing board, including attacks on Afghanistan and Iraq,
increased defense appropriations and the transformation of the military proposed by the
Project for a New America Century.240 Yet the 9/11 Commission did not shed any light on the
possible motives of the suspects, whoever they might have been.

E. Did the Investigation of 9/11 Result in Prosecutions?
The criminal investigation of 9/11 did not result in the prosecution of anyone who had
instigated, planned, directed, facilitated or executed the crime of 9/11. The only person the
U.S. government attempted to link with the events of 9/11 was Zacarias Moussaoui, a
mentally disturbed person who was arrested before 9/11.241 After a long trial, marred by
numerous irregularities,242 he was sentenced to life imprisonment, but not for facilitating
9/11.243 Although two alleged Al Qaeda leaders, Khaled Sheikh Mohammed and Ramzi
Binalshibh, officially accused of having masterminded the events of 9/11, have been in US
custody for more then 4 years, they have neither been charged nor presented before a judge.

3. Conclusions
The events of 9/11 were the deadliest single attack on US soil for over a century. It will be
recalled that FBI Director Robert S. Mueller promised in 2001 to ‘leave no stone unturned in
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our quest to find those responsible and bring those individuals to justice’.244 More than six
years have elapsed and no one has been charged, let alone convicted as an accomplice to the
crime. The investigation of 9/11 must therefore be considered a dismal failure, even by FBI’s
own standards.
The former chairman and vice-chairman of the 9/11 Commission, Tom Kean and Lee
Hamilton, have belatedly admitted in a book they authored together that the American people
have not been told the whole truth on 9/11.245
We set out to assess the investigation of 9/11 in the light of human rights norms as refined
through the jurisprudence of human rights courts regarding criteria to assess investigations of
human rights violations, particularly the deprivation of life.
Far from being effective, the investigators of 9/11 did not prove the perpetrators’ identities
and culpability, did not positively identify the tools of the crime, the location where more than
200 of the victims died, and the reasons for the sudden disintegration of the skyscrapers that
caused most deaths. The investigators also failed to bring to trial any accomplice to the crime.
The lack of transparency during the investigation and the continuing concealment of
evidence, six years after the events, have prompted wide and increasing distrust in the
investigation and in the official account regarding the events.
The truth on 9/11 is being held captive. Victims of 9/11 and civil society as a whole are
entitled to the truth both on moral and legal grounds. There are additionally compelling
political reasons to insist that the full truth be established. The events of 9/11 have provided
an ideological justification for the erosion of constitutional rights and the rule of law. They
have also been used to justify military aggression and foreign intervention. When a
government is unwilling to properly investigate a mass murder committed on its own
territory, civil society must take the initiative to establish the truth and restore the
constitutional order.
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